Topologically Protected Generation of Stable Wall Loops in Nematic Liquid Crystals.
The nematic liquid crystal (LC) director field can contain defects that are both singular and nonsingular, but nonsingular defects with an integer winding number of the director are typically metastable because of their high energy. We demonstrate topology-mediated generation and stabilization of nonsingular wall loops in a sandwich-type LC cell by combining a patterned substrate with a planar substrate. We implement a design which imposes a topological constraint on a singular disclination loop such that it irreversibly annihilates upon application of a field, and it results in the generation of a stable nonsingular wall loop when the field is removed. Theoretical modeling agrees with experimental observations, providing insight into the wall generation mechanism and its stability. The concept to stabilize high-energy structures through orientation-patterning-defined topological constraints extends our ability to control orientationally ordered matter.